Business Driver
Virtual Live Driver Training
Virtual driver training becomes hands-on
How can your drivers be trained safely and
efficiently, whilst still observing social distancing?
In response to the Covid lockdown, Business Driver have been proactive in
developing innovative courses to address this situation. These are proving
increasingly popular with many of our existing clients.
As lockdown restrictions are lifted, employees using vehicles as a part
of their working practice must be fully trained and alert to changing
conditions. With some drivers having been off the road for months, it is
imperative that your driving fleet are particularly vigilant of not only their
own but also other road users’ behaviour.
Our socially distancing compliant, virtual training courses have been
developed specifically with this in mind.
How do our Virtual Live courses work?
The courses commence at a convenient, predetermined start point with
a briefing from one of our experienced professional trainers utilising
appropriate PPE equipment and include pre-training vehicle and
document checks.
State-of-the-art, broadcast quality Dashcam equipment is fitted discreetly
to the vehicle, providing both forward and rear data capture. This is relayed
in real time to a remote terminal, enabling the instructor to monitor a
complete picture of driver behaviour as it occurs.
Drivers follow up to 3 pre-determined routes including a diversity of road
and risk scenarios. Our development experience has shown that driving in
isolation can enable a delegate to better concentrate on their driving skills.
Our instructor remains at the meeting point remotely observing all aspects
of the driver’s experience, without any distractions.

Driving sessions are captured by front and rear cameras
while the instructor monitors the footage and makes
detailed observations for the review (see overleaf).
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All routes return the driver to their starting point where the instructor is
waiting to deliver an appropriately socially distanced review and coaching
utilising the video capture. This procedure is repeated for each route
undertaken, thus reinforcing instruction.

Business Driver Virtual Live Training –
response to a post-Covid world

Subsequently, information is compiled and edited. From this data a
Post-Training Report and Video Summary are prepared, an appropriate
certificate is awarded and a bespoke, detailed Learning & Driver
Development Plan are all delivered.

Safe social distancing precautions
adhered to

The information gathered from these courses allows us to assess individual
driver status and recommend further practical training where required.
What some of our delegates said:
“I really felt comfortable having the cameras. I concentrated
on the task at hand – my driving skills.”
“I highly recommend taking this course and knowing what
improvements can be made to one’s driving skills to improve your
safety on the roads.”
“A great session, with technology working very well within the car with
the use of dashcams front and back.”
“Really good innovative way of working. Excellent all-round experience.
Using this technology could be the future for driving courses.”
Akzo Nobel delegates, July 2020

Benefits

Driver training continues safely,
acknowledging additional Covid
challenges
Targeted coaching feedback from real
time video, observed remotely
Delegates have no distractions, thus
focussing on their driving skills
2 cameras capture the driver and rear
view in real time
Suitable for multiple vehicles and
Business Driver courses
Economically viable without
sacrificing quality of training

Our dedicated team of professional trainers continue to provide our full range of
practical training courses and seminars, but with full PPE protection and associated
social distancing precautions, ensuring delegates are kept safe both from the virus
and on the road.
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